This very easy strip-pieced pattern is suitable for a brand new beginner, and can be made in any colors you like! Come see our wide assortment of patterns and colors at [http://jellyrollfabric.net](http://jellyrollfabric.net) right now!
Finished top size: approx. 56" x 72" (large throw)

You will need 18 colorful jelly roll strips and 38 strips of neutral (You’ll love our vine neutral print roll!) for the blocks and sashing. (Optional: 8 strips for binding)

**DIRECTIONS**

1. Select 18 colorful strips for your little boxes. Put together 9 sets of 2 colorful strips and 2 neutral strips.

2. Sew together your sets of four strips lengthwise, neutral-color-color-neutral. (See photo)

3. Cut each set into blocks 4.5" wide.

4. Assemble your top! Arrange your blocks into rows of 9. (You'll make 9 rows with your 81 blocks.) Lay out the entire top, so that you know you like the distribution of your blocks before sewing anything! Sew together blocks into rows.
5. Using your 20 remaining neutral strips, sew together in pairs on the short end to make 10 long strips.

6. Attach a long strip to each row segment. Trim excess and keep for future scrappy projects!

7. Attach all rows, and finish by attaching the final long strip to the edge of your quilt top.

Using a darker color for binding your finished quilt will be a great choice for framing your colorful little boxes!